Pay limits of other type

Pay limits of LONG-SPAN GUARDRAIL OVER CULVERT

Pay limits of other type

Plan

62'-6" (19.05 m) min. of other type of guardrail
(May include terminal)
6'-3"
(1.905 m)
6'-3"
(1.905 m)
12'-6", 18'-9" or 25'-0"
(3.81 m, 5.72 m or 7.62 m)
6'-3"
(1.905 m)
6'-3"
(1.905 m)
62'-6" (19.05 m) min. of other type of guardrail
(May include terminal)

Elevation

Steel posts
CRT wood posts
Top of culvert.
CRT wood posts
Steel posts

General Notes
See Standard 630001 for details of guardrail not shown.
Blockouts shown at steel posts shall be omitted when NON-BLOCKED STEEL PLATE BEAM GUARDRAIL is specified. See Standard 630006 for details not shown.
All dimensions are in inches (millimeters) unless otherwise shown.

Revised general notes for non-blocked guardrail option.
Revised pay limits.
1-1-13 Added min. dim. from guardrail to headwall. Added dim. to section A-A.
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LONG-SPAN GUARDRAIL OVER CULVERT

STANDARD 630106-02